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Fake Chuck Westfall on a Roll Today NEW  [SIMILAR] 
JohnnyBlood - 2 days ago 

 

blocked URL   

Todd  

http://www.dizzyprism.com/  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: Fake Chuck Westfall on a Roll Today NEW  [SIMILAR] 
JohnnyBlood - 2 days ago 

 

Sorry...the URL had a bad word in it. Here you go:  

blocked URL   

Todd  

http://www.dizzyprism.com/  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: Fake Chuck Westfall on a Roll Today NEW  [SIMILAR] 
JohnnyBlood - 2 days ago 

 

Maybe this one will work:  

http://bit.ly/YEYXh  

Todd  

http://www.dizzyprism.com/  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
One thing that annoys me ... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Ken Phillips - 2 days ago 

 

... is that FCW badmouth's Canon for such things as the eyepiece-blocker-on-the-camera-strap ... 
ranting about lazy engineering, etc. 
FCW has apparently never held a -1 body, which has an eyepiece shutter lever. 
KP  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: One thing that annoys me ... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Adam2 - 2 days ago 

Edited at 13/07/2009 22:25:14, 13/07/2009 (GMT)  

Canon engineers have determined that consumers don't use mirror lock-up - they're too worried that 
the mirror will slide off (as it did with my 5d) - so who cares about a little light leakage?  

On the one hand it's a funny website, but when one ponders how ironically true everything is I can't 
help but cry.  
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[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: One thing that annoys me ... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
David Hull - 2 days ago 

 

Adam2 wrote:  

Canon engineers have determined that consumers don't use mirror lock-up - they're too worried 
that the mirror will slide off (as it did with my 5d) - so who cares about a little light leakage?  

On the one hand it's a funny website, but when one ponders how ironically true everything is I can't 
help but cry.  

That is why I never read Delbert, it reminds me too much of reality.  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
lovely per usual :) (nt) NEW  [SIMILAR] 
renato - 1 day ago 

 
no text  
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   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: Fake Chuck Westfall on a Roll Today NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Hans Kruse - 1 day ago 

 

JohnnyBlood wrote:  

blocked URL   

It made my day  really funny! 
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[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
It's great that Canon allows a top executive (FCW) ... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
J A K - 1 day ago 

 

to speak frankly about their products without fear of losing his job! Nikon should be ashamed of 
themselves for not having a similarly open-minded executive answering general technical questions as 
submitted by customers.  

I say hip hip hooray for Canon ... oh ... oh yes, I almost forgot ... boo to the dark side!  

Regards,  

Joe Kurkjian  

Galleries: http://www.pbase.com/jkurkjia  

SEARCHING FOR A BETTER SELF PORTRAIT  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
I thought the whole reason Canon...... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
David_C - 1 day ago 

 

stayed with the old 5D AF system in the 5D2 was just so Canon wouldn't have any issues AF in the 
5D2.  

After the 1D3 AF issues, I thought Canon was just playing it safe, so now FCW is saying the 5D2 is 
having AF issues.  

Will it ever stop.  

Dave  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]
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Image control: Zoom out Zoom 100%Zoom 100% Zoom in Expand All Open in new window  
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A tasteless site, NEW  [SIMILAR] 
GaborSch - 1 day ago 

 

created by a pompous a$$hole.  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: A tasteless site, NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Tim in upstate NY - 1 day ago 

 

GaborSch wrote:  

created by a pompous a$$hole.  

. . . . I agree and I'm surprised at some here who seem to be enjoying it.  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
who is FCW NEW  [SIMILAR] 
maxz - 1 day ago 

 

Adam2 wrote:  

Canon engineers have determined that consumers don't use mirror lock-up - they're too worried 
that the mirror will slide off (as it did with my 5d) - so who cares about a little light leakage?  

On the one hand it's a funny website, but when one ponders how ironically true everything is I can't 
help but cry.  

heard that name in the past but first time saw his website. it's quite funny (and full of truth) actually 
  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: who is FCW NEW  [SIMILAR] 
rrcphoto - 1 day ago 

Edited at 14/07/2009 02:46:50, 14/07/2009 (GMT)  

most of the times I just roll my eyes and goes who cares ..  

nikon pre D3 could have had about 5 to 6 years of blogs like that and off an on again for 10 more 
before that .. every company goes through it sooner or later..  

but you know..his last blog .. actually made sense.  

and that frightens me .. I think i may now need medication.  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: One thing that annoys me ... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
rrcphoto - 1 day ago 

Adam2 wrote:  

Canon engineers have determined that consumers don't use mirror lock-up - they're too worried 
that the mirror will slide off (as it did with my 5d) - so who cares about a little light leakage?  

On the one hand it's a funny website, but when one ponders how ironically true everything is I can't 
help but cry.  

actually you do realize that only two canon DSLR's have never had MLU ..  

the same actually can't be said for nikon.  

before the D200 came out .. only nikon's professional bodies had MLU. the D70, the D80, D90 do not 
and anything under doesn't as well.  

you may not like the implementation, but you could pretty safely pick up any canon body .. put a 
portrait grip on it, and also have bracketing and MLU.  

Image control: Zoom out Zoom 100%Zoom 100% Zoom in Expand All Open in new window  
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Edited at 14/07/2009 02:56:23, 14/07/2009 (GMT)  
[COMPLAIN]  

   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: A tasteless site, NEW  [SIMILAR] 
natureman - 1 day ago 

 

Tim in upstate NY wrote:  

GaborSch wrote:  

created by a pompous a$$hole.  

. . . . I agree and I'm surprised at some here who seem to be enjoying it.  

Why shouldn't some people enjoy it? It's funny, and it's filled with truth.  

Why would anyone be bothered by it? Is it because it tells the truth about Canon gear? If it were 
about Nikon or another brand, would it bother you?  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
The difference between bothering and having an opinion NEW  [SIMILAR] 
GaborSch - 1 day ago 

 

natureman wrote:  

Why would anyone be bothered by it? Is it because it tells the truth about Canon gear? If it were 
about Nikon or another brand, would it bother you?  

Let's make something clear: I did not come up with this rubbish and I would not have mentioned it, 
although I had seen it before. So no, I am not bothered.  

Another issue is, that if someone posts about it, then I may post my opinion - not because I bother for 
that site, but because I find it strange, that adult people find that garbage funny.  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: The difference between bothering and having an opinion NEW  [SIMILAR] 
JohnnyBlood - 1 day ago 

 

It is satire, that's all it is. Some people like one kind of humor, others like another kind of humor. Me, I 
laughed out loud at some of FCW's stuff, which I seldom do.  

Then again, I laughed out loud tonight when I was following a truck that had a bumper sticker that 
read "Stop Continental Drift!"  

Todd  

http://www.dizzyprism.com/  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
And filled with lots of out-right lies as well. -nt- NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Steven Noyes - 1 day ago 
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[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: And filled with lots of out-right lies as well. -nt- NEW  [SIMILAR] 
natureman - 1 day ago 

 

Hmm, I didn't notice any lies, just some blunt satire about the truth.  

If it were about Nikon or another brand, would you say the same thing?  
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Forum   Canon EOS-1D / 1Ds / 5D
Thread   Fake Chuck Westfall on a Roll Today  (46 messages)

Started by   JohnnyBlood  [CLICK FOR PROFILE]

Date/Time   19:46:06, 13 July 2009 (GMT)

[SHOW/HIDE] 
All humor needs is a kernel of truth to be funny. NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Michael_J - 1 day ago 

 

And FCW had enough to make even Canon folks laugh, so maybe the problem is not with him?  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Could you.... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Dave Luttmann - 1 day ago 

 
.....point out the the outright lies for us?  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: Fake Chuck Westfall on a Roll Today NEW  [SIMILAR] 
akustykmagmanetpl - 1 day ago 

 

whoever the writer actually is, he has a damn good point with the engineering thing.  

in all honesty... 5D has been remarkably successful in winning landscape and architecture 
photographers from Nikon territory. and 5D mkII was obviously aimed at the same market target. why 
could Canon not deploy reasonable and usable solution for mirror lockup and for blocking stray light in 
viewfinder is simply beyond me. it's pain in the a* to switch MLU mode all the time via camera menu 
and then to attach this s*tpiece of gum every time you put a stronger ND filter in front of the glass... 
it simply begs for normal solution not this awkward method we are doomed to use now.  

for christ sake... we're talking about a landscape photographers camera, or at least one that has a lot 
of buyers in this sector. MLU is much more vital to these shooters than even WB selection... yet it is 
plain impossible for Canon to at least add 2 extra drive modes (MLU with 3sec lapse, and MLU with 
manual firing), other than current single, contiinuous and 10sec lapse. it's that bloody simple... 
apparently it's canon - you can't...  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: The difference between bothering and having an opinion NEW  [SIMILAR] 
papparazzi - 1 day ago 

 

GaborSch wrote:  

natureman wrote:  

Why would anyone be bothered by it? Is it because it tells the truth about Canon gear? If it were 
about Nikon or another brand, would it bother you?  

Let's make something clear: I did not come up with this rubbish and I would not have mentioned it, 
although I had seen it before. So no, I am not bothered.  

Another issue is, that if someone posts about it, then I may post my opinion - not because I bother 
for that site, but because I find it strange, that adult people find that garbage funny.  

-- show signature --  

Garbage is the nonsense above, that discusses the why of what...  

People find it funny as stated before, because...it put's the finger on the wound, it's solely the truth, 
with no BS. The guy himself is hilarious, it's intelligent and sarcastic humour, that put's a global 
company to shame. Don't agree fine, skip this thread.  

-- show signature --  
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   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: The difference between bothering and having an opinion NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Morty Black - 1 day ago 

 

papparazzi wrote:  

GaborSch wrote:  

natureman wrote:  

Why would anyone be bothered by it? Is it because it tells the truth about Canon gear? If it 
were about Nikon or another brand, would it bother you?  

Let's make something clear: I did not come up with this rubbish and I would not have mentioned 
it, although I had seen it before. So no, I am not bothered.  

Another issue is, that if someone posts about it, then I may post my opinion - not because I 
bother for that site, but because I find it strange, that adult people find that garbage funny.  

-- show signature --  

Garbage is the nonsense above, that discusses the why of what...  

People find it funny as stated before, because...it put's the finger on the wound, it's solely the truth, 
with no BS. The guy himself is hilarious, it's intelligent and sarcastic humour, that put's a global 
company to shame. Don't agree fine, skip this thread.  

-- show signature --  

Absolutely agree. The site rocks. Intelligent humor and sarcasm.  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: who is FCW NEW  [SIMILAR] 
tralalax - 1 day ago 

 
FCW is the real CW...he needs platform to speak freely otherwise he'll be sacked.  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
The easiest... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Steven Noyes - 19 hours ago 

 

The lever my Canon has to close the eye shutter.  

If you can't find at least 3 more, you really know nothing about Canon cameras.  

Steven  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Yep. NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Steven Noyes - 19 hours ago 

 

A lie is a lie. Compare/satire on merits not fallacies.  

Steven  

natureman wrote:  

If it were about Nikon or another brand, would you say the same thing?  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Absolutely agree. The site rocks. Intelligent humor and sarcasm (nt) NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Shangrila - 19 hours ago 

 
nt=no text  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Correct... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
PIXmantra - 18 hours ago 

GaborSch wrote:  
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Edited at 14/07/2009 21:22:04, 14/07/2009 (GMT)  

created by a pompous a$$hole.  

...Either a disgruntled Canon user, or a Nikon one, showing the classical self-inflicted inferiority 
complex that human beings naturally resent when being reminded that they are a minority.  

Don't see any further explanation for such brain-damaged site.  

PIX  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: I thought the whole reason Canon...... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
MM1 - 18 hours ago 

Edited at 14/07/2009 21:58:29, 14/07/2009 (GMT)  

David_C wrote:  

stayed with the old 5D AF system in the 5D2 was just so Canon wouldn't have any issues AF in the 
5D2.  

Nonsense. They had perfectly working 1D2 AF system, perfected since its introduction in EOS-3 in 
1998(!).  

Or, they had 40D AF, tested enough by customers, I think.  

After the 1D3 AF issues, I thought Canon was just playing it safe, so now FCW is saying the 5D2 is 
having AF issues.  

Will it ever stop.  

That's my wish too. Will it ever stop, hiding Canon's greed and dumbness behind the 1D3 AF 
problems. Canon wasn't putting 1D3 AF into 5D2 anyway.  

They could have built 5D1 with 1D2 AF, to have a direct answer to D700, or 5D2 with 1D2 AF, to have 
D700x about 2+ years before it appears from Nikon. But not. The greedy "maedagement" kept 
worshipping the Brick, and they paid for it with their reputation heavily.  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: The difference between bothering and having an opinion NEW  [SIMILAR] 
MM1 - 17 hours ago 

 

Morty Black wrote:  

papparazzi wrote:  

GaborSch wrote:  

natureman wrote:  

Why would anyone be bothered by it? Is it because it tells the truth about Canon gear? If it 
were about Nikon or another brand, would it bother you?  

Let's make something clear: I did not come up with this rubbish and I would not have 
mentioned it, although I had seen it before. So no, I am not bothered.  

Another issue is, that if someone posts about it, then I may post my opinion - not because I 
bother for that site, but because I find it strange, that adult people find that garbage funny.  

-- show signature --  

Garbage is the nonsense above, that discusses the why of what...  

People find it funny as stated before, because...it put's the finger on the wound, it's solely the 
truth, with no BS. The guy himself is hilarious, it's intelligent and sarcastic humour, that put's a 
global company to shame. Don't agree fine, skip this thread.  

-- show signature --  

Absolutely agree. The site rocks. Intelligent humor and sarcasm.  

Yep. I like the site very, very much. Especialy, vhen dey put the vood in de oven.  
 

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
What makes it so funny... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Kabe Luna - 17 hours ago 
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...is how near the truth it treads. Canon these days resembles nothing so much as Nikon of the late 
80s and early 90s, which I deplored. I guess what goes around comes around.  

JohnnyBlood wrote:  

blocked URL   

Todd  

http://www.dizzyprism.com/  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: The difference between bothering and having an opinion NEW  [SIMILAR] 
PhotoKhan - 17 hours ago 

 

GaborSch wrote:  

I find it strange, that adult people find that garbage funny.  

So, you don't find it utterly funny that, at his stage on the 1DMKIII life, Canon has seen fit to procure 
an obscure Japanese photographer to make a 4 1/2 minute video promo where it is mentioned 4 times 
how great and trouble free the auto-focus in this camera is?  

I do...Sad, but VERY funny....  

PK  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Should you have to jump all the way to the 1-series to get a high-
quality... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Kabe Luna - 16 hours ago 

 

...comprehensively-featured, no-excuses camera from the world's larger SLR manufacturer? The 5DII 
costs more than any film-era 1-series EOS SLR while limping along with a derivative of the 7-point AF 
system developed for the EOS Elan 7/7E (itself, a derivation of the 5-point AF of the EOS-5/A2/A2E 
from 1992) and is marketed toward professionals, yet starting with the EOS-1N, those cameras had 
eyepiece shutters. Of course, all the 1-series cameras have them, so obviously we're not talking about 
having to re-invent the wheel to implement the same system in a 5D-level body–the parts already 
exist. No, it's just that, in true Canon style–as was the case with even the storied EOS-3, which shared 
quite a lot, mechanically and electronically, with the 1-series film SLRs–they have chosen to 
compromise functionality (along with viewfinder quality, build quality, autofocus, environmental 
sealing, user-configurability and features) for the protecting sales of the 1-series. $2700 should buy 
you a DSLR you don't have to make excuses for in terms of its basic functioning: AF and metering. 
And I'm not willing to give Canon a free pass on the "value" of a full frame sensor this time around, 
when the 5DII sensor is so clearly a derivation of the existing 1DsIII sensor and they spent, 
essentially, nothing on AF improvements. It's infuriating when Nikon and Pentax offer bodies with 
more comprehensive features and/or superior build quality to the 5DII for significantly less money.  

Ken Phillips wrote:  

... is that FCW badmouth's Canon for such things as the eyepiece-blocker-on-the-camera-strap ... 
ranting about lazy engineering, etc. 
FCW has apparently never held a -1 body, which has an eyepiece shutter lever. 
KP  

-- show signature --  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
This is very true NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Kabe Luna - 16 hours ago 

rrcphoto wrote:  

Adam2 wrote:  

Canon engineers have determined that consumers don't use mirror lock-up - they're too worried 
that the mirror will slide off (as it did with my 5d) - so who cares about a little light leakage?  

On the one hand it's a funny website, but when one ponders how ironically true everything is I 
can't help but cry.  

actually you do realize that only two canon DSLR's have never had MLU ..  

the same actually can't be said for nikon.  

before the D200 came out .. only nikon's professional bodies had MLU. the D70, the D80, D90 do 
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not and anything under doesn't as well.  

and it's one of the remaining things that drives me nuts about Nikon: there are no compact bodies that 
can effectively backup-up or play second to the professional models (or, as I like to say: the bench 
ain't deep). This is something I hope they figure out soon!  

you may not like the implementation, but you could pretty safely pick up any canon body .. put a 
portrait grip on it, and also have bracketing and MLU.  

Thanks to the Custom User modes, MLU is good on the current Canons. Just assign it to a user bank 
and go there when you want it. It's even more convenient because you can have ISO, AF, Drive, 
Metering, Live View and other parameters already customized for mirror-locked tripod work as well. 
Slick.  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Now that made me laugh... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
David_C - 15 hours ago 

 

JohnnyBlood wrote:  

It is satire, that's all it is. Some people like one kind of humor, others like another kind of humor. 
Me, I laughed out loud at some of FCW's stuff, which I seldom do.  

Then again, I laughed out loud tonight when I was following a truck that had a bumper sticker that 
read "Stop Continental Drift!"  

"Stop Continental Drift".....very funny  

Dave  

Todd  

http://www.dizzyprism.com/  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
it's hilarious NEW  [SIMILAR] 
tko - 12 hours ago 

 

I almost died laughing. Surely it gets to the inner self of Canon. Surely it must be the truth, what else 
can explain Canon's latest cameras?  

PS - I own 100% Canon equipment, but I still thinks it's funny.  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: The easiest... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
JohnnyBlood - 12 hours ago 

 

No camera but the 1D and 1Ds have a leverl to close the eye shutter. Nikon has this feature 
incorporated into some of its consumer and many of its prosumer grade cameras. I don't think it 
necessarily is a lie. It is, however, a generalization and doesn't tell the complete story.  

Todd  

http://www.dizzyprism.com/  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]

[SHOW/HIDE] 
Re: The easiest... NEW  [SIMILAR] 
Dave Luttmann - 3 hours ago 

 

Steven Noyes wrote:  

The lever my Canon has to close the eye shutter.  

If you can't find at least 3 more, you really know nothing about Canon cameras.  

Steven  

My D30, 10D, 40D, 5D bodies don't have the lever. As I use Canon gear professionally, I'd say I have 
a pretty decent knowledge of Canon gear....and that includes my 1Dmk2, original 1Ds and 1Ds mk2.  

Keep your "know nothing" comments to yourself.  

-- show signature --  

[COMPLAIN]  
   [REPLY] [QUOTE]
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